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goods for American consumers. The manufacturers, long for-
bidden to operate under British rule and prevented by interstate
jealousy from extensive trade under the Confederation, believed
they would be protected and supported by the proposed gen-
eral regulation of commerce. The bricklayers saw themselves as
possible builders of the new Federal City, perhaps not far from
Philadelphia, and rejoiced in the prospect of work and profits.
Hundreds of workers in the various trades were convinced that
after the depression which had followed the war there would be
good times again; that the new Constitution would help to bring
more employment and better wages. They displayed their skills
in the Federal Procession.
They understood that the Procession was federal. The sym-
bols of the new order were the Federal Edifice, the New Roof,
for all the states that cared to enter it, and the Federal Ship
Union. Nor was there any evidence that these thronging Phila-
delphians looked upon the proposed government as an alien rale.
All the states that day were neighbors to Pennsylvania. Their
names were everywhere: on the flags at the mastheads of the
ships in the river; on the pedestals of the Federal Edifice; on the
flags the representatives of the ten states carried in the Proces*
sion; on the floats of the tradesmen. The union would bring peace
among the states. It had been made by the people themselves, in
their own right, for their own purposes, "May Reason," said one
of the toasts at Union Green, "and not the Sword, hereafter
decide all national Disputes." And the people ardently went
further and drank to 'The whole Family of Mankind."
It was easy for the enemies of the Constitution to think, and
say, that many of the people had believed what their leaders or
employers told them, without making up their own minds. But
in those days almost every American, in Pennsylvania or out of
it, was a politician. Americans had gone through a Revolution,
with years of argument about independence and liberty and the
rights of man. Now for the past year they had talked and heard
of nothing, in politics, so much as the defects of the old Con-
federation and the need of a new Federal order. In the war of
ideas there had of course been much irrelevance, much prejudice,
much nonsense. But in all American history there had never been
a year in which such profound and elevated political thinking

